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About This Content

If the base version of XOXO Droplets just doesn't have enough options for your liking, this extension will fix that right up. It's
got everything the game was meant to have.

Features:

3 more main jerk boyfriend options: Bae Pyoun, Jeremy King, and Pran Taylor

2 sweet but not-terribly-bright side boyfriend options: Kam Sung and Adrian Wulu

Yet 1 more boyfriend option in the flirtations party boy Lucas Kaiser (New Addition!)

4 Extra Date Events for Everett, Nate, and Shiloh

The ability to unlock all 4 CGs and 12 outfits for Everett, Nate, and Shiloh, rather than just 3 and 10

50 more Random Events, 45 more Text Chats, 24 more Part-Time Work Events

320,000 words in total

An accessory system that lets you decorate the main character with a variety of pieces, plus small events where
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characters comment on the accessories you wear

The option to change the background of your cellphone to one of 12 different options

Even better cheat codes

The game won't know you have the extension until you start a new file. After briefly starting the game you can then return to the
main menu to change your phone background or what have you. If you have files from the free version of XOXO Droplets,

those will work without issue. Again, you'll need to start a new file real quick, but then you can open up the load screen and pick
up where you left off in the free version with all the extras now available.
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Only singel mission, not like that ep 1 cuban missile very good. Huge fan of Shooters and Star Shredders have alot of potential. I
really like the retro feel of the game reminds me of the Sega saturn, Dream cast and playstation one era. For the price of the
game I think its definitely worth recommending despite the noticeable bugs I feel once it will be worth it once some general
work is done. amazing art style, voice acting and gameplay. havent been thid content with a JRPG on steam in a while.. An
excellent idea ruined by poor explanation of what you're meant to do and the unpredictable effects innocuous actions can have.

The idea is that while you're playing you are recounting a night on which you're accused of murder to a court room. However
this isn't properly explained to you until after the first segment (so you can actually mess with the timeline before you realise
you're doing it) and then even after that it's not clear what certain options do and if you try to investigate them you end up
altering the timeline in a way you didn't intend to. For example, walking into a bar ends up with you getting beaten up and
covered in blood, but there's no way to know that's what's will happen before you do it, or even that you're entering a bar, it
simply happens because you walk through the wrong doorway and no hint is given to you that if you don't want to claim this is
what happened that you should walk a different way. The whole thing relies way too much on trial and error and multiple
restarts to really get to grips with it.. This is not the Jane's that you remember. Severely disappointing, and completely
unrealistic. I wish I could get my money back for this game.. My GPU burn when i start this game. Vsyc not working in thins
game....
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I give this game a 10/10, just because, it is fun, you can edit the savefiles, and you can also edit your failed/aborted missions,
and put them, to your completed missions. Is it just me, or does this game get incredibly boring after a very short time? I mean,
ye, it's good, but it does get very repetitive.. I played this on PS4 and PC.First release very very buggy.Lack of content
especially when u expect it to be like the video.And fill with microtransactions.. Aside from the fact that this game is literally
unplayable because of how majorly screwed the buttons are, its a good game.. A solid platformer with plane shifting mechanics,
nothing drastically changing mechanically as you progress but a beautiful set of art pieces to navigate. There is some tricky
jumps that might take a few tries here and there but overall a csual and enjoyable experience.. I just got it and it's pretty good
for some uses. I tested a few 3d games and while it works, I found that the games looked better in my opinion with their original
filtering, compared to no filtering at all specially the texts which look pixelated, but in my opinion it looked better when using
this program and the antialiasing, but sadly that makes some pretty big performance drops due to the antialiasing and since you
can't play the game in fullscreen mode, it introduces lag and reduced performance.

Now, for older games... I was surprised, it's pretty good! Old games look really better with integer scaling as opposed to
stretched fullscreen and not to mention that some games just don't even have a fullscreen option, just a tiny windowed mode so
this program really comes in handy, and you can also use the antialiasing in some of those games with no performance drops
since they are simpler games. Heck there are some games on steam released nowadays that run on a tiny window so you can use
this.

Also this software pretty much makes any windows as if it was running borderless since it only zooms the game itself. I really
hate when I enter and alt-tab a game since it takes a few seconds and with this it's really instant and the program zooms again
when you alt-tab again.

Overall I'm satisfied with the software and it's pretty good as a first release and it has room to improve and be even better..
Better than 2010 but not perfect.. a fun way to get into more F1 action. Great game. I loved pinball as a youngster and this
reminds me of the real thing.

One issue: PLEASE DO SOMETHING ABOUT THE SCOEBOARD - IT IS TOO SLOW AND LOOKS CHEAP. Why not
use the old tumbler scoreboard system and speed up the bonus addition part, especially between balls.. Well, this thing worth
even at full price because it is not that expensive.

If you like Nekopara series then you shall watch this one or play Nekopara Extra.
because who don't want to watch the adorable catgirls when they are still kittens.

Although I wish the video is longer tho. (or become a series instead)

No op song, only have ending song I sad >.<
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